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“For there is always light, if only we're brave enough to see it. If only we're brave enough 

to be it.” -Amanda Gorman 

 

The world is abuzz with Amanda Gorman and her inspirational 

voice. She so beautifully and eloquently creates art with her words. As 

I listen to her, I am absolutely entranced by her words and wisdom. As 

she spoke about the light, we each must see and be, I couldn’t help but 

think about this amazing career to which we have all been called. 

My great-great-grandfather was the first lighthouse keeper at Cape 

Hatteras, and the light metaphor is one that resonates with me on a deep, 

almost inherent level. Something about his experience and that passion 

for “being the light” has passed down to me, and I hold it so dear. 

As teachers, every single day we have the opportunity to be that 

light. We get to shine our light for students, for parents, for colleagues, 

and, yes, if we are brave enough, even for our communities. We all know that if there was ever a 

year that calls for bravery, it is this one, and so I challenge you to be courageous enough to shine 

your light wherever it needs to be shown. 

Teaching in 2020-2021 has been both rewarding and 

challenging for everyone. I am SO proud of you for the work you 

have done this year as new teachers. I know it has not been easy, 

but I do hope that you have seen the joy in your students’ eyes when 

they see you each day, whether it is on a screen or in real life. You 

are truly illuminating the darkness. 

As teachers, we know it is our job to not only teach the 

curriculum, but also, to shine a light so bright that our students see 

us as a beacon of hope in their darkest times. This year, we have 

seen some of those darker times. However, I still see you shining! I 

see the light coming from your schools, districts, and regions, and 

it is a BRIGHT light. I see your home visits and material drop offs, 

your new socially distanced air hugs, weekly meal deliveries, all the 

virtual classroom parties, and many other innovative ways you are 

reaching out with all your light to students and their families. 
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There have been and will always be days when you feel less than luminous. On those days 

when you are struggling, reach out. Find the most positive teachers in your school, and let their 

sunshine light your way! Teaching is not a career that is meant to be experienced in isolation. That 

is one of the greatest difficulties that virtual teachers are facing. Teachers need support. We need 

others to lift us up when we are struggling. We need someone to light our path for us so we can go 

forward just as my great-great-grandfather did for many years in the Cape Hatteras Lighthouse. 

Teaching has never been an easy calling, but it is worth it, and teacher mentors and friends make 

the career even more amazing. 

Know that you have already made a difference. Please continue this important, light-

shining work. Please love your students first, and teach them second. Be brave enough to create 

needed and lasting change. Be brave enough to make an impact and change the world through your 

work in this amazing career you’ve chosen! We all want what is best for students, please don’t be 

silent about that! 

Brené Brown shares this wisdom with us: “Only when we are brave enough to explore the 

darkness will we discover the infinite power of our light.” 

Beginning Teachers, be brave and continue to be the light! 

 

 

 

 

 

The Public Broadcasting Station (PBS) of North Carolina offers at-home learning resources for 

students from early learners through grade 12. They provide standards-aligned programming 

and curriculum-based lessons on their broadcast channels and through online streaming. To 

explore supplemental resources for educators and students, click here!  

While you are on the site, check out a series of short-form STEM activities for early learners 

presented by North Carolina teachers on Teacher Time.  These fun and informative videos 

premiered in February 2021 and are made possible by the support of Burroughs Wellcome 

Fund. Teachers of the Year like Maggie Murphy, lead learners through hands-on learning 

activities, of which 50% will be STEM-related. 

Lessons air on Rootle, PBS NC and online.   

 Registration for the 2021 Virtual North Carolina Beginning Teacher Summit June 16th & 17th 
begins in April! 

Spice up a Lesson with  

Teacher Time on PBS! 

https://www.pbsnc.org/at-home-learning/
https://video.pbsnc.org/video/how-do-you-know-if-something-is-magnetic-teacher-time-axcb0o/

